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Abstract
Using an associated branching process as the basis of our approximation, we
show that typical inter-point distances in a multitype random intersection graph
have a defective distribution, which is well described by a mixture of translated and
scaled Gumbel distributions, the missing mass corresponding to the event that the
vertices are not in the same component of the graph.
Keywords. Intersection graph, shortest path, branching process approximation, Pois-
son approximation.
1 Introduction
Bipartite graphs have been studied in a variety of applications: directors and companies
[19], persons and questions in an intelligence test [17], or genes and gene properties [21], to
give just a few examples. Typically, in such applications, the graph induced on the vertices
of one of the two parts, with vertices linked if there is a path of length 2 joining them in
the bipartite graph, are of primary interest. For instance, the structure of the network
linking directors may be of greater interest than the companies involved. Furthermore,
in some applications, the remaining part of the bipartite graph, which is responsible for
forming the links, may not be known or observable, and it may be of interest to deduce
its existence from the properties of the observed part of the structure alone. However,
the statistical properties of such bipartite graphs are not well understood, particularly
when there are different types of vertices, see [19]. Here, we shall be concerned with the
properties of a particular family of such graphs, known as random intersection graphs,
and with the statistics of distances between randomly chosen points.
Random intersection graphs are constructed from two sets, the ‘vertices’ and the
‘objects’, as follows. Each vertex v ∈ V is associated with a randomly chosen subset Av of
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a finite set U of objects, and two vertices v and v′ are joined in the graph if Av∩Av′ 6= ∅. In
the simplest case, the Bernoulli model, vertex v is associated with object u independently
of all other associations with fixed probability p. Britton et al. [6] establish a branching
process approximation for the spread of a Reed-Frost epidemic on such a graph. Here, we
consider the more flexible model in which there areK distinct types of vertices and J types
of objects, and vertex v of type k is associated with object u of type j independently of all
other associations with probability pkj. Our model can be viewed as a bipartite Erdo˝s–
Re´nyi mixture graph [8]. In Erdo˝s–Re´nyi mixture graphs, vertices are coloured, with the
probability of two vertices being connected depending only on their colours; edges occur
independently.
Random intersection graphs of this kind can also be related to the Rasch [17] models
in social science. These are given by taking
pkj =
αkβj
1 + αkβj
.
For example, one might have k ∼ j if person k solves problem j correctly; the α’s would
then relate to the ability of the person, and the β’s to the type of problem. A simplified
Rasch model of the form pkj = αkβj can be viewed as a special case of an exponential
random graph model, see Equation (1) in [20].
In the study of random networks, the shortest distance between two randomly cho-
sen vertices is one of the standard summary statistics. In this paper, we approximate
its distribution for multitype Bernoulli intersection graphs. Since the networks used in
applications are typically finite, we not only provide a limiting approximation, but also
give explicit bounds on the difference between the true and limiting distributions. Our
main results, summarized in Corollary 6.4, give an approximation described in terms
of the distributions of the limiting random variables W of the associated multivariate
bipartite branching process, when the process starts with a single individual of one or
other of the types. The probability of the two vertices being in the same component is
well approximated by the product of the probabilities that neither of the branching pro-
cesses becomes extinct. On this event, the distance has a distribution close to that of a
translation–mixture of scaled Gumbel distributions, with the mixture distribution being
explicitly given in terms of those of the limiting random variables W . Alternatively, the
approximate distribution can be described as that of (a linear transformation of) the sum
of three independent random variables, one a Gumbel, and the others distributed as the
logarithm of W , given the appropriate initial types. In a natural asymptotic framework,
the error bounds behave like an inverse power of the total number of vertices, whose ex-
ponent can be derived from the parameters of the bipartite graph: the probabilities pkj,
and the numbers nk of vertices, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, and mj of objects, 1 ≤ j ≤ J , of the different
types.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The link between intersection graphs and
branching processes is described in Section 2. The necessary distributional properties
of the branching process are established in Section 3, and the extent to which it differs
from the intersection graph is controlled in Section 4. The main theorem is then stated
and proved in Section 6, and an application to exponential random graph models is
given in Section 7. A key element in the proof is a Poisson approximation to coincidence
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probabilities in a generalization of the hypergeometric sampling scheme; this is undertaken
in Section 5.
Although our motivation for studying this problem comes from the bipartite setting,
one could equally well conduct a similar analysis for a graph without bipartite structure,
recovering the general Erdo˝s–Re´nyi mixture model; a corresponding approximation is
given without detailed proof in (6.31). However, the analysis for a ‘general’ graph would
not easily imply our results as a special case, with the vertices split into two groups and
with a bipartite matrix of edge probabilities P , because the 2-periodic structure would
result in there being more than one eigenvalue of the mean matrix having largest modulus,
and methods such as those of this paper would still be needed, to deal with the extra
complexity that results.
2 Intersection graphs and branching processes
A random multitype intersection graph on the vertex set V = V1 ∪· . . . ∪· VK is defined
using a second set of ‘objects’ U = U1 ∪· . . . ∪· UJ : each vertex v ∈ Vk independently
chooses a subset Av ∈ U with distribution depending on k alone, and v ∼ v′ if and only
if Av ∩ Av′ 6= ∅. Here, we restrict ourselves to graphs derived from an underlying Erdo˝s–
Re´nyi bipartite mixture model, in which only edges euv between u ∈ U and v ∈ V are
possible, and these are present or absent independently, with probability pkj if u ∈ Uj
and v ∈ Vk. Thus, in the random intersection graph itself, v ∼ v′ if and only if, for some
u ∈ U , both euv and euv′ are present.
Such a random graph can be constructed from a bipartite multitype branching process
(Z(0), Z(1), Z(2), . . .) = (X(0), Y (1), X(1), . . .), with X(i) ∈ NK and Y (i) ∈ NJ for
each i, together with sets of randomly assigned indices. Start with numbers X(0) =
(X1(0), . . . , XK(0)) of individuals of the different types {(k, 1), 1 ≤ k ≤ K}. The s-th
individual (in some ordering) of type (k, 1) in Z(2r) = X(r) has offspring vector Yks;r =
(Y
(1)
ks;r, . . . , Y
(J)
ks;r), realized from the product distribution ⊗Jj=1Bi (mj , pkj), where mj is the
cardinality of the set Uj , and the random vectors (Yks;r, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, s ≥ 1, r ≥ 0) are
independent. We then set
Z(2r + 1) = Y (r + 1) =
K∑
k=1
Xk(r)∑
s=1
Yks;r. (2.1)
Similarly, the t-th individual of type (j, 2) in Z(2r − 1) = Y (r) has offspring vector
Xjt;r = (X
(1)
jt;r, . . . , X
(K)
jt;r ), realized from the product distribution ⊗Kk=1Bi (nk, pkj), where
nk is the cardinality of the set Vk, and the random vectors (Xjt;r, 1 ≤ j ≤ J, s ≥ 1, r ≥ 1)
are independent of each other and of the Yks;r. We then set
Z(2r) = X(r) =
J∑
j=1
Yj(r)∑
t=1
Xjt;r.
We also define
m :=
J∑
j=1
mj ; n :=
K∑
k=1
nk. (2.2)
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Throughout this paper we assume that mj ≥ 2 for 1 ≤ j ≤ J , and nk ≥ 2 for 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
and that Xk(0) ≤ nk for 1 ≤ k ≤ K.
To obtain the intersection graph, label each individual in the bipartite branching
process with its line of descent. Thus
{i; (k0, s0), (j1, t1), (k1, s1), . . . , (ji, ti), (ki, si)}
labels the si-th individual of type (ki, 1) in generation 2i, which was descended from
the ti-th individual of type (ji, 2) in generation 2i− 1, and so on. These labels are then
augmented with indices from the index set appropriate to the type of individual, as follows.
The Y
(j)
kisi;i
type (j, 2) offspring of the typical vertex above are each assigned at random a
unique index from a uniformly and independently chosen subset L(j)kisi;i ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , mj}
of size Y
(j)
kisi;i
; a similar construction is used for the offspring of objects.
A further class identifier, 0 or 1, is then attached to each individual: 1 if the individual
is in generation zero, and thereafter, taking the individuals of the bipartite process in order
of generation, but in any order within each generation, assign class 0 if its parent was in
class 0, or if its index had previously been assigned to another individual of the same type
and of class 1, and 1 otherwise. The class 0 individuals we refer to as ghosts. Edges are also
created between the indices of a parent and its child if both are of class 1, or if the parent
is of class 1 and the child of class 0′, where class 0′ indicates a class 0 individual whose
index was first assigned (therefore to a class 1 individual) in its own generation. Then the
individuals that belong to class 1 correspond, via their indices, to the vertices and objects
used in constructing the intersection graph, and two vertices have an edge between them
if there are corresponding class 1 or class 0′ individuals in the bipartite branching process
that are at distance 2 from one another. In this way, the union of the components of
the random intersection graph that contain the initial vertices is sequentially constructed
according to distance from the initial vertices, the class 1 vertices in generation 2i of the
bipartite branching process corresponding to the vertices that are at distance i in the
random intersection graph from the initially chosen set of vertices. If these components
do not exhaust all vertices, the process can be continued from any unused vertex, until
all have been used.
Two vertices, A of type k1 and B of type k2, are at distance at least d + 1 from one
another in the random intersection graph if the d-neighbourhood of one of them in the
bipartite graph does not intersect the d-neighbourhood of the other. Constructing the
random intersection graph from a bipartite branching process starting with one individ-
ual A of type (k1, 1) and one, B, of type (k2, 1), this is the case exactly on the event that
the set of all class 1 or class 0′ descendants of A up to time d — both of types (k, 1)
and of types (j, 2) — is disjoint from that of B. From the construction, these sets can
only overlap if there is at least one class 1 descendant of either A or B having the same
index as a class 0′ descendant of the other, and then necessarily in the same generation of
the bipartite process. Our main theorem consists of showing that the probability of this
event can be well approximated by the probability of the corresponding event when all
descendants are considered, and that this probability in turn can be well approximated
using the theory of branching processes.
The origin of the approximation lies in the following well known facts ([10], II Theo-
rem 9.2): that, on the event of non-extinction, a square integrable super-critical multitype
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branching process, whose mean matrix is irreducible and aperiodic, has an asymptotically
stable type distribution; and that the total number of individuals alive in each generation
grows like a random multiple of a geometrically growing sequence. For the X branching
process, this means that the number of individuals of type k in generation i is approxi-
mately given by τ iWµk, where τ is the largest eigenvalue of the mean matrix, µ
T is the
associated positive left eigenvector, and W is a non-negative random variable, positive on
the event of non-extinction, and the same for all i and k. Hence the numbers of descen-
dants XA(i) of A at the i-th generation of the X branching process are approximately
given by τ iWAµk, and those of B by τ
iWBµk, whereW
A andWB are independent. When
constructing the random intersection graph from the branching process, indices are as-
signed to the vertices independently at random, with replacement. Links between the A
and B neighbourhoods occur whenever, for some i ≥ 1 and some 1 ≤ k ≤ K, one or more
of the XBk (i) are assigned the same index as one of the X
A(i); other coincidences give rise
to ‘ghosts’, and play no part in the intersection graph. The mean number of such events
up to and including generation i is thus approximately
i∑
s=1
τ 2sWAWB
K∑
k=1
µ2k
nk
≈ κXn−1τ 2iWAWB,
where
κX :=
(
τ 2
τ 2 − 1
) K∑
k=1
µ2k
qXk
,
and qXk := nk/n. A similar formula hold for links occurring because of coincidence of
indices at the object level; here, the expected number of links up to and including gen-
eration i − 1 is approximately κY n−1τ 2(i−1)WAWB, where, because of (3.3), κY = τκX .
Adding the two means gives an overall mean number of links approximately equal to
κn−1τ 2iWAWB, where
κ := κX(1 + τ−1) =
τ
τ − 1
K∑
k=1
µ2k
nk
. (2.3)
Then, using Poisson approximation, it follows that the probability of there being no shared
vertices in the i-neighbourhoods of A and B is approximately
Ek1,k2
{
e−κn
−1τ2iWAWB
}
,
this being the probability that the distance between A and B in the intersection graph
exceeds 2i. This line of reasoning is made precise in the coming sections, and the detailed
results are to be found in Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 6.4.
3 Counting the offspring
We now study the bipartite branching process Z in greater detail. Our aim in this section
is to justify the simple approximation, outlined above, to the numbers Xk(i) of type-(k, 1)
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individuals in Z(2i) (or, equivalently, of type-k vertices in the i-th generation of the vertex
branching process) and Yj(i) of type-(j, 2) individuals in Z(2i− 1), (or of objects in the
i-th generation of the object branching process). Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 below show that,
for large i, X(i) ∼ τ iWµ and Y (i) ∼ τ i−1ζWµ˜, the notation being as defined below.
3.1 Assumptions and notation
Let
NX = diag (n1, . . . , nK) and NY = diag (m1, . . . , mJ)
be the diagonal matrices of the numbers of different types of vertices, and of different
types of objects, respectively; for future convenience, recalling (2.2), we define
qXk :=
nk
n
, 1 ≤ k ≤ K; qYj :=
mj
m
, 1 ≤ j ≤ J. (3.1)
Let P denote the K × J-matrix of edge probabilities, and put
MX = PNY P
TNX .
Then the non-negative matrix MX is the mean matrix of the X branching process.
Assumption. We assume that the non-negative matrixMX is irreducible and aperiodic,
and has largest eigenvalue τ > 1.
We use ν and µT to denote respectively the right and left eigenvectors corresponding
to τ , with µk > 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, standardized so that ‖µ‖1 = 1 and that µTν = 1. We
assume throughout that τ > 1. We then define MY := P
TNXPNY to be the mean matrix
of the Y branching process, and
µ˜ := ζ−1NY P
Tµ (3.2)
to be the left eigenvector of MY with ‖µ˜‖1 = 1 corresponding to the eigenvalue τ . Thus
ζ := µTPNY 1, where 1 denotes a J × 1-vector of 1’s.
Note also that
ζ2
J∑
j=1
µ˜2j
mj
= (NY P
Tµ)TN−1Y (NY P
Tµ) = µTPNY P
Tµ
= µTMXN
−1
X µ = τµ
TN−1X µ = τ
K∑
k=1
µ2k
nk
,
so that
ζ2n/m = τ
{
K∑
k=1
µ2k
qXk
}/{ J∑
j=1
µ˜2j
qYj
}
=: Z2, (3.3)
say.
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We next define c0 to be the smallest value such that
sup
a : ‖a‖1=1
sup
i≥0
τ−iaTM iXe
(k) ≤ c0µk, 1 ≤ k ≤ K;
sup
a : ‖a‖1=1
sup
i≥0
τ−iaTM iY e˜
(j) ≤ c0µ˜j , 1 ≤ j ≤ J, (3.4)
where e(k) and e˜(j) denote the k and j unit vectors in RK and RJ respectively. Further,
with λ2 the eigenvalue of MX with second largest modulus, we define c1 such that
sup
b : ‖b‖∞=1
sup
i≥0
|λ2|−i‖(MX − τνµT )ib‖∞ ≤ c1, (3.5)
where we take (MX − τνµT )0 := I − νµT . Note that it follows from the Perron-Frobenius
Theorem that c0 and c1 are both finite; see [11], Theorem 8.5.1, and [15], Chapter 1,
Theorem 6.1. We also, for later use, write
γ := max{τ, |λ2|2} < τ 2; θ := max
s≥0
(s+ 1)(
√
γ/τ)s, (3.6)
and introduce the notation F˜r to denote the σ-algebra σ{Z(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ r}, and FXi :=
σ{X(l), 0 ≤ l ≤ i}, FYi := σ{Y (l), 1 ≤ l ≤ i}.
3.2 Asymptotics
The main results of the paper require no particular asymptotic setting. However, asymp-
totics are useful for putting the results in the context of a natural limiting framework.
One such choice is the following. Start by choosing the nk and mj so that the proportions
qXk (m,n) and q
Y
j (m,n) converge to non-zero limits. Then one can arrange for P = P
(m,n)
to vary as m and n tend to infinity, in such a way that the matrix M
(m,n)
X converges to a
fixed irreducible and aperiodic matrixMX , entailing the convergence of quantities such as
τ (m,n), µ(m,n) and ν(m,n) to limits µ, ν and τ . With this in mind, define Q
(m,n)
X := n
−1NX
and Q
(m,n)
Y := m
−1NY , and take P
(m,n) := (mn)−1/2Π, for a fixed matrix Π. This then
gives M
(m,n)
X = ΠQ
(m,n)
Y Π
TQ
(m,n)
X , so that, if Q
(m,n)
X → QX and Q(m,n)Y → QY , with QX
and QY both having positive diagonals, then M
(m,n)
X → MX := ΠQYΠTQX . If also, in
keeping with the general assumptions of the paper, we have τ > 1, then we describe this
behaviour as ‘standard asymptotics’.
Other asymptotic settings could equally well be considered. For instance, there would
be no great difference in the qualitative behaviour if τ (m,n) were allowed to tend to infinity
with n like a power of logn.
3.3 Expectations
We begin our analysis by examining the growth of the mean numbers of individuals of
different types. Using E0 to denote E{· | F˜0}, we immediately have
E{XT (i) | F˜2i−1} = Y T (i)P TNX ; E0XT (i) = XT (0)M iX , (3.7)
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and
E{Y T (i) | F˜2i−2} = XT (i− 1)PNY ; E0Y T (i) = XT (0)M i−1X PNY . (3.8)
From these, and using (3.4), we have, for instance,
E{Xk(i) | FYs } =
J∑
j=1
Y T (s)M i−sY e˜
(j) (e˜(j))TP TNXe
(k)
≤ c0‖Y (s)‖1τ i−sµ˜TP TNXe(k) = c0‖Y (s)‖1τ i−sζ−1µTMXe(k)
= c0‖Y (s)‖1τ i−s(τ/ζ)µk,
so that, for any 1 ≤ k ≤ K and 1 ≤ j ≤ J , and for i ≥ s ≥ 0,
E{Xk(i) | FXs } ≤ c0‖X(s)‖1τ i−sµk; E{Xk(i) | FYs } ≤ c0‖Y (s)‖1ζ−1τ i−s+1µk; (3.9)
E{Yj(i) | FYs } ≤ c0‖Y (s)‖1τ i−sµ˜j; E{Yj(i) | FXs−1} ≤ c0‖X(s− 1)‖1ζτ i−sµ˜j;(3.10)
E0Xk(i) ≤ c0‖X(0)‖1τ iµk; E0Yj(i) ≤ c0‖X(0)‖1ζτ i−1µ˜j . (3.11)
3.4 X-Covariances
Controlling the covariances of the components of X(i) and Y (i) requires more work. To
start with, we observe that
E(XT (i+ 1)ν | FXi ) = XT (i)Mν = τXT (i)ν,
so that Wi := τ
−iXT (i)ν, i ≥ 0, is a non-negative martingale with respect to the filtra-
tion {FXi , i = 0, 1, . . .} which converges almost surely to a limit W , and
E0(X
T (i)ν) = τ iXT (0)ν. (3.12)
The variability in the branching process is essentially determined by that of W , which
is itself largely determined during the early stages of development. Indeed, writing
XT (i) = XT (i){I − νµT} + XT (i)νµT , we show that the variance of XT (i)b is domi-
nated by (µT b)2Var (XT (i)ν), unless µT b = 0.
Lemma 3.1 The variance of the martingale Wi is bounded as follows:
(i) Var 0 (Wi −W ) ≤ c2{τ/(τ − 1)}‖X(0)‖1τ−i;
(ii) Var 0Wi ≤ c2{τ/(τ − 1)}‖X(0)‖1,
where c2 := c0τ
−2‖ν‖2∞S(Σ) and S(Σ) := max1≤k≤K
∑K
l,m=1 |Σ[k]lm|: Σ[k] is defined below.
Proof: We begin by writing
XT (i+ 1) =
K∑
k=1
Xk(i)∑
r=1
X˜Tkr;i,
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where X˜kr;i denotes the K-vector of descendants in X-generation i + 1 of individual r
of type k in X-generation i. The random vectors (X˜kr;i, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, r ≥ 1, i ≥ 0)
are independent, and, for each k, the X˜kr;i are identically distributed, with means the
transpose MX,[k] of the k-th row of MX , and with a covariance matrix that we denote
by Σ[k]. Then
XT (i+ 1) =
K∑
k=1
Xk(i)∑
r=1
MTX,[k] +
K∑
k=1
Xk(i)∑
r=1
(X˜Tkr;i −MTX,[k]),
and so
XT (i+ 1)−XT (i)MX =
K∑
k=1
Xk(i)∑
r=1
(X˜Tkr;i −MTX,[k]). (3.13)
Considering the right hand side, we have
E

 K∑
k=1
Xk(i)∑
r=1
(X˜kr;i −MX,[k])
 K∑
k′=1
Xk′ (i)∑
r′=1
(X˜k′r′;i −MX,[k′])
T ∣∣∣∣Fi

=
K∑
k=1
Xk(i)∑
r=1
E{(X˜kr;i −MX,[k])(X˜kr;i −MX,[k])T | FXi }
=
K∑
k=1
Xk(i)Σ
[k], (3.14)
by the independence of the vectors and their having mean zero. Hence, using (3.14), it
follows that
E
{(
τ−(i+1)XT (i+ 1)ν − τ−iXT (i)ν)2 ∣∣∣Fi} = τ−2(i+1) K∑
k=1
Xk(i)ν
TΣ[k]ν, (3.15)
and thus, from (3.11),
E0
{(
τ−(i+1)XT (i+ 1)ν − τ−iXT (i)ν)2} ≤ K∑
k=1
c0‖X(0)‖1τ−i−2µkνTΣ[k]ν
≤ c0‖X(0)‖1τ−i−2‖ν‖2∞S(Σ) = c2‖X(0)‖1τ−i, (3.16)
where S(Σ) := max1≤k≤K
∑K
l,m=1 |Σ[k]lm| and c2 := c0τ−2‖ν‖2∞S(Σ). Writing the martingale
τ−iXT (i)ν as a sum of its one-step differences, the lemma now follows easily. 2
The next lemma controls the variances of those components ofX(i) that are orthogonal
to ν; note that
XT (i) = (XT (i)ν)µT +XT (i)(I − νµT ).
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Lemma 3.2 With c2 as in Lemma 3.1 and γ := max{τ, |λ2|2} < τ 2, and with c3 :=
c21S(Σ), we have
(i) Var 0{XT (i)(I − νµT )b} ≤ c3‖X(0)‖1 iγi ‖b‖2∞;
(ii) Var 0{XT (i)b} ≤ 2‖X(0)‖1 {c2{τ/(τ − 1)} τ 2i (µT b)2 + c3 iγi ‖b‖2∞}
for any b ∈ RK. In particular, with b = ek the kth unit vector it follows that
(iii) Var 0{Xk(i)− (XT (i)ν)µk} ≤ c3‖X(0)‖1 iγi, 1 ≤ k ≤ K.
Proof: Recalling that µTν = 1, it can be seen by induction that(
MX − τ(νµT )
)i
= M iX − τ i(νµT ). (3.17)
Hence, with M0X = I and as νµ
T (MX − τνµT ) = 0,
XT (i)(I − νµT )
=
i−1∑
r=0
{
XT (r + 1)
[
M i−r−1X − (νµT )τ (i−r−1)
]−XT (r) [M i−rX − (νµT )τ (i−r)]}
+XT (0)
[
M iX − (νµT )τ i
]
=
i−1∑
r=0
{
XT (r + 1)(I − νµT )−XT (r)(MX − τ(νµT ))
} [
MX − τ(νµT )
]i−r−1
+XT (0)
[
M iX − (νµT )τ i
]
=
i−1∑
r=0
UT (r)Ai−r−1 +XT (0)
[
M iX − (νµT )τ i
]
, (3.18)
where
UT (r) := (XT (r + 1)−XT (r)MX)(I − νµT ) and A := MX − τ(νµT ).
Note, in particular, that E0{U(r)UT (s)} = 0 whenever r 6= s, in view of (3.13), and that
E{U(r)UT (r) | FXr } =
K∑
k=1
Xk(r)(I − µνT )Σ[k](I − νµT ). (3.19)
Hence, since (I − νµT )(MX − τνµT ) =MX − τνµT , it follows from (3.5) and (3.11) that
Var 0{XT (i)(I − νµT )b} = bT
i−1∑
r=0
(AT )i−1−rE0{U(r)UT (r)}Ai−1−rb
≤
i−1∑
r=0
K∑
k=1
E0Xk(r){c1|λ2|(i−1−r)‖b‖∞}2S(Σ)
≤ c0‖X(0)‖1
i−1∑
r=0
τ r{c1|λ2|(i−1−r)‖b‖∞}2S(Σ), (3.20)
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for any b ∈ RK , proving part (i), and part (iii) follows directly. Since also, from
Lemma 3.1 (ii),
Var 0{XT (i)νµT b} ≤ c2{τ/(τ − 1)}‖X(0)‖1τ 2i(µT b)2, (3.21)
it follows from part (i) that
Var 0{XT (i)b} ≤ 2
{
Var 0{XT (i)νµT b} +Var 0{XT (i)(I − νµT )b}
}
≤ 2{c2{τ/(τ − 1)}‖X(0)‖1 τ 2i (µT b)2 + c3‖X(0)‖1 iγi ‖b‖2∞}, (3.22)
establishing part (ii). 2
Note that the growth of Var 0{XT (i)b} with i is at rate O(iγi ‖b‖2∞), slower than τ 2i, if
µT b = 0. Note also that, if τ 6= |λ2|2, the factor i can be replaced by a constant c(τ, |λ2|2).
Corollary 3.3 For all 1 ≤ k, l ≤ K, there are constants c5, c6 such that
E0{Xk(i)Xl(i)} ≤ c5‖X(0)‖21µkµlτ 2i + c6‖X(0)‖1iτ iγi/2.
In particular, for c′5 := c5 + c6K
2θ, where θ is as in (3.6), we have
E0‖X(i)‖21 ≤ c′5τ 2i‖X(0)‖21.
Proof: It follows from (3.11) and Lemma 3.2 (ii) with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
that
E0{Xk(i)Xl(i)} ≤ |E0Xk(i)E0Xl(i)|+ |Cov0(Xk(i), Xl(i))|
≤ {c20‖X(0)‖21 + 2c2‖X(0)‖1τ/(τ − 1)}µkµlτ 2i
+ 4‖X(0)‖1(iγi)1/2τ i
√
c2c3{τ/(τ − 1)}+ 2c3‖X(0)‖1iγi, (3.23)
and the corollary follows by taking c5 := c
2
0+2c2τ/(τ −1) and c6 := 4
√
c2c3{τ/(τ − 1)}+
2c3. 2
3.5 Y-Covariances
Very similar arguments can also be carried through for the vectors Y (i), i ≥ 1. We
first show that Yj(i) is close enough to X
T (i − 1)PNY e˜(j), for any 1 ≤ j ≤ J . Let
Zj(i) := Yj(i)−XT (i− 1)PNY e˜(j).
Lemma 3.4 There is a constant c10 such that, for 1 ≤ j ≤ J ,
Var 0{Zj(i)} ≤ c10‖X(0)‖1τ iζµ˜j. (3.24)
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Proof: First, the quantity ZT (i) := Y T (i) − XT (i − 1)PNY is represented in fashion
analogous to (3.13). For independent random vectors Yks,r as in (2.1),
ZT (i) = Y T (i)−XT (i− 1)PNY =
K∑
k=1
Xk(i−1)∑
s=1
(Yks,i−1 − EYks,i−1),
from which it follows that
E{Z(i)ZT (i) | FXi−1} =
K∑
k=1
Xk(i− 1)Σ˜[k],
where Σ˜[k] := diag {mjpkj(1− pkj), 1 ≤ j ≤ J}, and hence that
E0{Z(i)ZT (i)} =
K∑
k=1
E0Xk(i− 1)Σ˜[k].
This with (3.11) and (3.2) in turn yields
Var 0{Zj(i)} =
K∑
k=1
E0Xk(i− 1)e˜(j)T Σ˜[k]e˜(j)
≤ c0‖X(0)‖1τ i−1
K∑
k=1
µkmjpkj(1− pkj) ≤ c10‖X(0)‖1ζτ iµ˜j, (3.25)
with c10 := c0/τ . 2
We now, for future use, define the quantity
ζ∗ := J max
1≤j≤J
‖PNY e˜(j)‖∞, (3.26)
noting also that
(
J−1min
k
µk
)
ζ∗ ≤ ζ =
J∑
j=1
µTPNY e˜
(j) ≤ ‖µ‖1ζ∗ = ζ∗. (3.27)
Hence, in view of (3.3), we write
ζ∗ := Z∗
√
m
n
, (3.28)
noting that Z and Z∗ can be thought of as having comparable magnitude. We also
introduce the notation
umn :=
(m
n
)1/4{
1 +
(m
n
)1/4}
. (3.29)
Using Lemma 3.4, we can now establish an analogue of Corollary 3.3 for the elements
of Y (i).
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Corollary 3.5 For all 1 ≤ j, l ≤ J , there is a constant c′6 such that
E0{Yj(i)Yl(i)} ≤ c5ζ2‖X(0)‖21µ˜jµ˜lτ 2(i−1) + c′6u2mn‖X(0)‖1iτ i−1γ(i−1)/2,
where c5 is as in Corollary 3.3. In particular, for c
′′
5 := Z
2c5 + c
′
6J
2θ, we have
E0‖Y (i)‖21 ≤ c′′5u2mnτ 2(i−1)‖X(0)‖21.
Proof: We first note that
E0{Yj(i)Yl(i)} ≤ |E0Yj(i)E0Yl(i)|+ |Cov0(Yj(i), Yl(i))|
≤ |E0Yj(i)E0Yl(i)|+
√
Var 0{Yj(i)}Var 0{Yl(i)}.
Now, writing Yj(i) = X
T (i − 1)PNY e˜(j) + Zj(i), it follows from Lemmas 3.2 (ii) and 3.4
and from (3.26) that√
Var 0{Yj(i)}
≤
√
2‖X(0)‖1
{√
c2τ/(τ − 1)τ i−1ζµ˜j +
√
c3(i− 1)γi−1J−1ζ∗ +
√
c10ζτ i/2
}
≤
√
2‖X(0)‖1
{√
c2τ/(τ − 1)τ i−1ζµ˜j + umn
√
c4iγi−1
}
,
where
√
c4 = (J
−1√c3Z∗ ∨
√
c10Zτ/2). A similar bound holds also for
√
Var 0{Yl(i)}.
The corollary now follows from (3.11), and by taking c′6 = 4Z
√
c2c4τ/(τ − 1) + 2c4. 2
3.6 X- and Y -approximation
Using the preparation above, we are now able to approximate Xk(i) and Yj(i), i ≥ 1, in
terms of the limiting random variable W , making precise the description at the end of
Section 2, and bounding the error in the approximation. We begin by considering the
X-components.
Theorem 3.6 There is a constant c9 such that, for 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
E0
∣∣∣Xk(i)− τ iWµk∣∣∣ ≤ c9‖X(0)‖1((i+ 1)γi)1/2, i ≥ 0. (3.30)
Proof: Here, we note from Lemma 3.2 (iii), (3.5), (3.7) and (3.17) that
E0
∣∣∣Xk(i)− (XT (i)ν)µk∣∣∣
≤ (Var 0{Xk(i)− (XT (i)ν)µk})1/2 + |E0{Xk(i)− (XT (i)ν)µk}|
≤ (c3‖X(0)‖1iγi)1/2 + ‖X(0)‖1‖(M iX − τ iνµT )e(k)‖∞
≤ c7‖X(0)‖1((i+ 1)γi)1/2,
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with c7 :=
√
c3 + c1, whereas, from Lemma 3.1 (i), and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
E0
∣∣∣(XT (i)ν − τ iW )µk∣∣∣ ≤ µkτ i{c2{τ/(τ − 1)}‖X(0)‖1τ−i}1/2 ≤ c8‖X(0)‖1τ i/2, (3.31)
with c8 := {c2τ/(τ − 1)}1/2. Hence the theorem follows, with c9 := c7 + c8. 2
With the help of Lemma 3.4, we can also approximate Y (i) in terms of the limiting
random variable W , complementing Theorem 3.6.
Theorem 3.7 There is a constant c14 such that, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ J ,
E0
∣∣∣Yj(i)− τ i−1ζWµ˜j∣∣∣ ≤ c14umn‖X(0)‖1(iγi)1/2, i ≥ 1, (3.32)
where µ˜ is given in (3.2).
Proof: It is immediate from Lemma 3.4 that
E0
∣∣∣Yj(i)−XT (i− 1)PNY e˜(j)∣∣∣ ≤ {c10ζ‖X(0)‖1‖µ˜‖∞τ i}1/2 ≤ c11ζ1/2‖X(0)‖1τ (i−1)/2,
with c11 :=
√
c10‖µ˜‖∞, and then, as in the proof of Theorem 3.6, using Lemma 3.1 (i),
(3.17) and (3.5), we have
E0
∣∣∣XT (i− 1)PNY e˜(j) − ζXT (i− 1)νµ˜j∣∣∣
≤
{
(c3‖X(0)‖1(i− 1)γi−1)1/2 + c1‖X(0)‖1γ(i−1)/2
}
‖PNY e˜(j)‖∞
≤ c12ζ∗‖X(0)‖1(iγi)1/2,
with c12 := J
−1
√
1/γ(
√
c3 + c1). Then, once again invoking Lemma 3.1 (i), as for (3.31),
we have
E0
∣∣∣ζXT (i− 1)νµ˜j − τ i−1ζWµ˜j∣∣∣ ≤ c8ζµ˜j‖X(0)‖1τ (i−1)/2 ≤ c13ζ‖X(0)‖1τ i/2,
with c13 := (c8/
√
τ )‖µ˜‖∞. The theorem follows, since γ ≥ τ , by taking c14 := ({c11
√
Z}∨
{c12Z∗ + c13Z}). 2
4 Ghosts
In the previous section, we justified simple approximations to the joint counts X(i)
and Y (i) in the bipartite branching process. We now need to show that the same approx-
imation can be used for the composition of the neighbourhoods in the intersection graph,
albeit with a further error. This involves showing that the effect of the ‘ghosts’ is not
too large. Let GXk (i) and G
Y
j (i) denote the total numbers of type (k, 1) and of type (j, 2)
individuals of class 0 (ghosts), respectively, alive in generations 2i and 2i− 1 respectively
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of the bipartite process that starts with individuals A and B. Then it turns out to be
enough to derive bounds for their expectations, as functions of i.
To state the result, define
ρX := max
1≤k≤K
µk/q
X
k ; ρ
Y := max
1≤j≤J
µ˜j/q
Y
j , (4.1)
where qX and qY are as in (3.1). Note that, for the Z-process under consideration,
‖X(0)‖1 = 2.
Theorem 4.1 There are constants c∗15 and c
∗
16 such that
E0G
X
k (i) ≤ c∗15τ 2ie(m,n)4, 1 ≤ k ≤ K;
E0G
Y
j (i) ≤ c∗16
√
m
n
τ 2(i−1)e(m,n)4, 1 ≤ j ≤ J,
where e(m,n) := n−1/4 +m−1/4.
Proof: The ghosts can be counted by descent from original ghosts, whose parents were
of class 1. We write HXk (l) and H
Y
j (l) to denote the numbers of original ghosts of the
corresponding types born in the l-th generations of the X and Y processes. For i > l ≥ 0,
we then let GXYk (l, i) andG
XX
k (l, i) denote the total numbers of descendants of generation l
original Y and X ghosts, respectively, alive at time 2i in the bipartite process, that are
(k, 1) individuals; the quantities GY Yj (l, i) and G
Y X
j (l, i) are defined analogously. Thus
GXk (i) = H
X
k (i) +
i−1∑
l=0
{GXYk (l + 1, i) +GXXk (l, i)}; (4.2)
GYj (i) = H
Y
j (i) +
i−1∑
l=1
{GY Yj (l, i) +GY Xj (l, i)} +GY Xj (0, i). (4.3)
Note that, for i ≥ l ≥ 0, from (3.9) and (3.3),
E(GXYk (l, i) |HY (l)) ≤ c0Z−1τ‖HY (l)‖1τ i−lµk
√
n
m
; (4.4)
and that, for i > l ≥ 0,
E(GXXk (l, i) |HX(l)) ≤ c0‖HX(l)‖1τ i−lµk; (4.5)
E(GY Yj (l, i) |HY (l)) ≤ c0‖HY (l)‖1τ i−lµ˜j; (4.6)
E(GY Xj (l, i) |HX(l)) ≤ c0Z‖HX(l)‖1τ i−l−1µ˜j
√
m
n
, (4.7)
from (3.9) and (3.10).
Now an original ghost of type (j, 2) is created when an index from the set {1, 2, . . . , mj}
is re-used. Hence
E{HYj (l) | FYl } ≤ Yj(l)
{
m−1j
l∑
s=1
Yj(s)
}
.
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Furthermore, from (3.10), for l > s ≥ 0,
E{Yj(l) | FYs } ≤ c0‖Y (s)‖1τ l−sµ˜j.
Combining these bounds, it follows that
E0H
Y
j (l) ≤ c0m−1j µ˜j
l∑
s=1
τ l−sE0(Yj(s)‖Y (s)‖1), (4.8)
and hence, using Corollary 3.5, that
E0‖HY (l)‖1 ≤ c0m−1ρY
l∑
s=1
τ l−sE0‖Y (s)‖21 ≤ c17m−1 ρY u2mnτ 2(l−1), (4.9)
where c17 := 4c
′′
5c0τ/(τ − 1). Similar calculations show that
E0H
X
k (l) ≤ c0n−1k µk
l∑
s=0
τ l−sE0(Xk(s)‖X(s)‖1), (4.10)
and, with Corollary 3.3,
E0‖HX(l)‖1 ≤ c18n−1ρXτ 2l, (4.11)
with c18 := 4c
′
5c0τ/(τ − 1). For future reference, we note also that, in consequence, for
any s ≥ 0,
s∑
l=1
τ s−lE0‖HY (l)‖1 ≤ c17τ
τ − 1m
−1ρY u2mnτ
2(s−1);
s∑
l=0
τ s−lE0‖HX(l)‖1 ≤ c18τ
τ − 1n
−1ρXτ 2s. (4.12)
It now remains to take expectations in (4.2) and (4.3), using (4.4)–(4.7) and (4.12).
For instance, for E0G
Y
j (i), we have
i−1∑
l=1
E0G
Y Y
j (l, i) ≤ c0µ˜j
i−1∑
l=1
τ i−lE0‖HY (l)‖1 ≤ c19m−1ρY µ˜ju2mnτ 2(i−1),
with c19 := c0c17/(τ − 1); similar calculations yield
i−1∑
l=0
E0G
Y X
j (l, i) ≤ c20n−1ρX µ˜jτ 2(i−1)
√
m
n
,
with c20 := Zc0c18τ/(τ − 1), and
E0H
Y
j (i) ≤ c17m−1ρY u2mnτ 2(i−1),
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from (4.9). Hence it follows that
E0G
Y
j (i) ≤
√
m
n
τ 2(i−1)
(
c16ρ
X
n
+
c˜16ρ
Y
m
{
1 +
(m
n
)1/4}2)
,
with c16 := c20‖µ˜‖∞ and c˜16 := c19‖µ˜‖∞ + c17. A similar argument yields the bound
E0G
X
k (i) ≤ τ 2i
(
c15ρ
X
n
+
c˜15ρ
Y
m
{
1 +
(m
n
)1/4}2)
,
with
c15 := c18
{
c0(τ − 1)−1 ‖µ‖∞ + 1
}
; c˜15 := c0c17Z
−1(τ − 1)−1 ‖µ‖∞.
Recalling the definition (3.28) of Z∗, this completes the theorem, with
c∗15 := 2(c15ρ
X ∨ c˜15ρY ); c∗16 := 2(c16ρX ∨ c˜16ρY ).
2
5 The probability of a common label
Our next step is to establish a Poisson approximation for the probability of a coincidence
in a random labelling problem. The underlying idea is to look at neighbourhoods of radii
iA and iB of two initial vertices A and B; if they have no vertices in common, then the
distance between A and B exceeds iA + iB. Whether two vertices in the neighbourhoods
are the same can be thought of as a labelling problem, where the assignment of labels is
almost uniform and at random. The result that we need is the following variant on the
Poisson approximation to hypergeometric sampling.
Proposition 5.1 For each l, 1 ≤ l ≤ L, and for each r, 1 ≤ r ≤ Rl, we independently
draw a subset {Jlr1, . . . , Jlrzlr} of size zlr from a fixed set Wl of size wl ≥ 2, with any
subset equally likely to be drawn; define zl :=
∑Rl
r=1 zlr. We then repeat the experiment
independently, with subsets {J ′lr1, . . . , J ′lrz′
lr
} of sizes z′lr, 1 ≤ l ≤ L, 1 ≤ r ≤ R′l. For each
w ∈ Wl and for each l, r, s, r′, s′, define
H(w, l; r, s; r′, s′) := I[Jlrs = J
′
lr′s′ = w].
Then, for fixed subsets W ∗l ⊂Wl of sizes w∗l , 1 ≤ l ≤ L, define
S := S(z, z′;w,w∗) :=
L∑
l=1
∑
w/∈W ∗
l
Rl∑
r=1
R′
l∑
r′=1
zlr∑
s=1
z′
lr′∑
s′=1
H(w, l; r, s; r′, s′)
to be the number of pairs of elements, one from each sample, that consist of two copies of
the same element, not belonging to any of the W ∗l . Then
|P[S(z, z′;w,w∗) = 0]− exp(−λ(z, z′, w, L))| ≤ B1(z, z′, w, L) +B∗1(z, z′, w, w∗, L),
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where
λ(z, z′, w, L) :=
L∑
l=1
zlz
′
l
wl
; B1(z, z
′, w, L) := 2
L∑
l=1
zl + z
′
l
wl
, (5.1)
and
B∗1(z, z
′, w, w∗, L) :=
L∑
l=1
zlz
′
lw
∗
l
w2l
. (5.2)
Proof: The indicators H(w, l; r, s; r′, s′) are negatively related (for the definition see [4]
Definition 2.1.1), as can be seen by constructing an explicit coupling very much as in [4],
p.112. Setting
H˜(l, r, r′) :=
∑
w/∈W ∗
l
zlr∑
s=1
z′
lr′∑
s′=1
H(w, l; r, s; r′, s′),
the random variables H˜(l, r, r′) are pairwise independent, and satisfy
EH˜(l, r, r′) =
(
1− w
∗
l
wl
)
zlrz
′
lr′
wl
;
0 ≤ EH˜(l, r, r′)−Var H˜(l, r, r′) ≤ EH˜(l, r, r′)
(
zlr + z
′
lr′ − 1
wl − 1
)
;
S =
L∑
l=1
Rl∑
r=1
R′
l∑
r′=1
H˜(l, r, r′).
Hence, since wl ≥ 2 for all l, it follows that
0 ≤ ES −VarS ≤ 2max
l,r,r′
(
zlr + z
′
lr′
wl
)
ES,
so that
1− VarS
ES
≤ 2
L∑
l=1
Rl∑
r=1
zlr
wl
+ 2
L∑
l=1
R′
l∑
r′=1
z′lr′
wl
≤ B1(z, z′, w, L).
From this, and since
L∑
l=1
Rl∑
r=1
R′
l∑
r′=1
EH˜(l, r, r′) = λ(z, z′, w, L)− B∗1(z, z′, w, w∗, L),
it follows using [4] Theorem 2.C.2 that∣∣P[S(z, z′;w,w∗) = 0]− exp{−[λ(z, z′, w, L)− B∗1(z, z′, w, w∗, L)]}∣∣ ≤ B1(z, z′, w, L).
(5.3)
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The final estimate follows because
|e−λ − e−λ′| ≤ min{1, |λ− λ′|} (5.4)
when λ, λ′ ≥ 0. 2
Note that, if, for some τ > 1, none of zl and z
′
l exceeds C1τ
i/2 and all of the wl exceed
C2τ
i, then
B1(z, z
′, w, L) ≤ 4LC1
C2 τ i/2
,
geometrically small with i.
Now suppose that we do not know the true values zl and z
′
l, but only approximations
z˜l and z˜
′
l to them. Then we can instead use these to approximate P[S(z, z
′, w, w∗) = 0],
with some possible extra error.
Proposition 5.2 Suppose that
|z˜l − zl| = εl and |z˜′l − z′l| = ε′l, 1 ≤ l ≤ L.
Then
|P[S(z, z′, w, w∗) = 0]− exp(−λ(z˜, z˜′, w, L))|
≤ B1(z, z′, w, L) +B∗1(z, z′, w, w∗, L) +B2(z, z′, ε, ε′, w, L),
where
B2(z, z
′, ε, ε′, w, L) = λ¯(z, ε′, w, L) + λ¯(ε, z′, w, L) + λ¯(ε, ε′, w, L),
where λ¯ := min(λ, 1).
Proof: Immediate from (5.4). 2
In Section 6, we take for z˜ and z˜′ convenient approximations to numbers of individ-
uals alive in generations r ≥ 1 in the bipartite branching process that starts from the
two individuals A of type (k1, 1) and B of type (k2, 1). For r = 2l even, we take z˜ to
approximate the XA(l) descendants of A, and z˜′ to approximate the XB(l) descendants
of B, and wl = nl, 1 ≤ l ≤ K. For r = 2l − 1 odd, we take z˜ to approximate the Y A(l)
descendants of A, and z˜′ to approximate the Y B(l) descendants of B, now with wl = ml,
1 ≤ l ≤ J . We then show that these approximations are sufficiently close to the corre-
sponding numbers z and z′ of class 1 and class 0′ descendants of individuals A and B in
generation r, so that P[S(z, z′, w) = 0] is correspondingly close to exp{−λ(z˜, z˜′, w)}.
6 Approximating inter-point distances
We now return to the problem of real interest, the distribution of the graph distance
D := Dk1,k2 between two vertices (k1, 1) and (k2, 1) in the intersection graph, taken to be
infinite if the vertices are in different components.
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6.1 Conditioning on the branching process
We begin by approximating the conditional probability P[D > d |Z] that A and B are
more than distance d apart, given the trajectory of the bipartite process Z starting from A
and B. The conditional probability is then a function only of the way in which the labels
were assigned to the individuals in the process Z. The labelling determines the classes of
the individuals, and the event {D > d} occurs exactly when there are no overlaps between
the labels of the class 1 and class 0′ individuals that are descended from A and those of
the descendants of B, at any generation l, 1 ≤ l ≤ d, of Z. Let Gs denote the information
in the labels up to generation s.
Proposition 6.1 For any 1 ≤ l ≤ d,∣∣P[D > l |Z,Gl−1 ∩ {D ≥ l}]− e−λ′(l,Z)∣∣ ≤ φ(l, Z), (6.1)
where φ is given in (6.6) and (6.11), and λ′(l, Z) in (6.8) and (6.10). It then follows in
particular that ∣∣∣∣∣P[D > d |Z]−
d∏
l=1
e−λ
′(l,Z)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
d∑
l=1
φ(l, Z). (6.2)
Proof: Suppose, first, that l is even. By Proposition 5.1, the probability
P[D > l |Z,Gl−1 ∩ {D ≥ l}]
is close to exp{−λ(z(l), z′(l), n¯, K)}, with n¯k = nk, z(l) the numbers of children of the
different types of class 1 descendants of A in generation l − 1, and z′(l) is the same for
descendants of B. When applying Proposition 5.1, Rl represents the number of class 1
descendants of A in generation l− 1, and zlr the number of offspring of the r-th of these;
these offspring make up the class 1 and class 0′ descendants of A in generation l. The
error in the approximation is then no larger than
B1(z(l), z
′(l), n¯, K) +B∗1(z(l), z
′(l), n¯, n¯∗(l − 1), K),
a quantity that we shall need to bound later, where n¯∗k(l − 1) is the number of labels for
(k, 1) individuals already used up to generation l − 1 of the Z-process.
The quantities z(l) and z′(l) appearing in λ are not directly accessible, and are not
functions of Z alone. However, we can exploit Proposition 5.2, provided that we can find
suitable approximations to them. The first is to replace z(l) by XA(l/2), the numbers
of descendants of A of the different types in generation l/2 of the X-process, and z′(l)
by XB(l/2), noting that
0 ≤ XAk (l/2)− zk(l) ≤ GXk (l/2); 0 ≤ XBk (l/2)− z′k(l) ≤ GXk (l/2), (6.3)
and that the number of ghosts GXk (l/2), investigated in Section 4, is calculated for the
whole bivariate process. Then the quantities XA(l/2) and XB(l/2) can in turn be more
simply approximated, using Theorem 3.6, by τ l/2WAµ and τ l/2WBµ, where WA is the
limit of the martingale τ−iνTXA(i), andWB the limit of τ−iνTXB(i): note that these two
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random variables are independent, by the branching property. From Proposition (5.2),
replacing z(l) by τ l/2WAµ and z′(l) by τ l/2WBµ, we incur a further error of at most
B2(X
A(l/2), XB(l/2), εA(l), εB(l), n¯, K), where
εAk (l) = G
X
k (l/2) + E(l/2, X
A); εBk (l) = G
X
k (l/2) + E(l/2, X
B), (6.4)
with E(l/2, XA) = XA(l/2) − τ l/2WAµ and E(l/2, XA) defined analogously. By Theo-
rem 3.6,
E{E(i, X)} ≤ c9((i+ 1)γi)1/2, (6.5)
for X = XA and for X = XB.
We also clearly have n¯∗(l − 1) ≤ TX((l − 2)/2), componentwise, where
TX(s) :=
s∑
r=0
X(r) =
s∑
r=0
(XA(r) +XB(r)),
and, as observed above, z(l) ≤ XA(l/2), z′(l) ≤ XB(l/2). As a result, the approximation
error at this step is no larger than
φ(l, Z) := B1(X
A(l/2), XB(l/2), n¯, K) +B∗1(X
A(l/2), XB(l/2), n¯, TX((l − 2)/2), K)
+B2(X
A(l/2), XB(l/2), εA(l), εB(l), n¯, K), (6.6)
with εA(l), εB(l) as in (6.4); thus we have, for l even,
|P[D > l |Z,Gl−1 ∩ {D ≥ l}]− exp{−λ′(l, Z)}| ≤ φ(l, Z), (6.7)
where, for l even,
λ′(l, Z) := λ(τ l/2WAµ, τ l/2WBµ, n¯,K). (6.8)
A similar argument for l odd yields
|P[D > l |Z,Gl−1 ∩ {D ≥ l}]− exp{−λ′(l, Z)}| ≤ φ(l, Z), (6.9)
where, for l odd,
λ′(l, Z) := λ(ζτ (l−1)/2WAµ˜, ζτ (l−1)/2WBµ˜, m¯, J), (6.10)
φ(l, Z) := B1(Y
A((l + 1)/2), Y B((l + 1)/2), m¯, J)
+B∗1(Y
A((l + 1)/2), Y B((l + 1)/2), m¯, T Y ((l − 1)/2), J)
+B2(Y
A((l + 1)/2), Y B((l + 1)/2), ηA(l), ηB(l), m¯, J). (6.11)
Here,
ηAk (l) = G
Y
k ((l+1)/2)+E
′((l+1)/2, Y A); ηBk (l) = G
Y
k ((l+1)/2)+E
′((l+1)/2, Y B),
(6.12)
and
E{E ′(i, Y )} ≤ c14umn(iγi)1/2,
for Y = Y A and for Y = Y B, by Theorem 3.7. This proves the first statement of the
proposition.
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The second part is easier. We first note that
P[D > l |Z] = E{E(I[D > l − 1]P[D > l |Z,Gl−1 ∩ {D ≥ l}] | Gl−1, Z) |Z},
and deduce from the first part that∣∣P[D > l |Z]− e−λ′(l,Z)P[D > l − 1 |Z]∣∣ ≤ φ(l, Z),
from which the last part follows. 2
Thus, combining (6.7) and (6.9) with Proposition 6.1, we find that
|P[D > d |Z]− exp{−WAWBL(d)}| ≤
d∑
l=1
φ(l, Z), (6.13)
where, using (3.3),
L(2i) :=
τ 2i − 1
τ 2 − 1
{
τ 2
K∑
k=1
µ2k
nk
+ ζ2
J∑
j=1
µ˜2j
mj
}
=
τ 2i − 1
τ 2 − 1 τ(τ + 1)
K∑
k=1
µ2k
nk
=
(
τ
τ − 1
)
n−1(τ 2i − 1)
K∑
k=1
µ2k
qXk
;
L(2i+ 1) :=
1
τ 2 − 1
{
(τ 2i+2 − τ 2)
K∑
k=1
µ2k
nk
+ (τ 2i+2 − 1)ζ2
J∑
j=1
µ˜2j
mj
}
=
1
τ 2 − 1
{
(τ 2i+2 − τ 2 + τ 2i+3 − τ)
K∑
k=1
µ2k
nk
}
=
(
τ
τ − 1
)
n−1(τ 2i+1 − 1)
K∑
k=1
µ2k
qXk
,
and hence, with (2.3),
L(d) = κn−1(τd − 1), (6.14)
for d both even and odd.
6.2 The unconditional distribution
The unconditional probabilities forD are now given by taking expectations in conjunction
with (6.13), so that it just remains to evaluate the terms Ek1,k2φ(l, Z). Note that, in the
approximation, randomness comes in only through the independent random variables
WA and WB, the first with a distribution which depends only on the value of k1, and the
second on k2.
To assist in judging the impact of the various factors in our bounds, it is convenient
to define
i0 :=
⌊
logn
log τ
⌋
, (6.15)
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so that τ i0 ≤ n < τ i0+1, and to set
τ−1 < ϕ(n) := n−1τ i0 ≤ 1.
Then, with κ given in (2.3) and under standard asymptotics,
|L(d)− τd−i0κϕ(n)| ≤ ρ
X
n
(
τ
τ − 1
)
→ 0, (6.16)
and κ remains bounded away from 0 and ∞.
Theorem 6.2 For d = i0 + u, with u ∈ Z and |u| < i0/2, we have
|Pk1,k2[D − i0 > u]−Ek1,k2 exp{−WAWBκτuϕ(n)}|
≤ c25
{
(τ 3u/2 + 1)(n1/4e(m,n)2 ∧ 1) + (τu + 1)n1/4e(m,n)θ˜i0
}
,
for a suitable quantity c25, where
θ˜i := (i+ 1)
1/2(γ/τ 2)i/4. (6.17)
Proof: The approximating expression is immediate, from (6.13) and (6.16), incurring
an error of at most
νk1νk2
ρX
n
(
τ
τ − 1
)
.
For the rest, we just need to investigate Ek1,k2φ(l, Z) for 1 ≤ l ≤ i0 + u.
To start with, for l = 2r, we have
Ek1,k2B1(X
A(r), XB(r), n¯, K) ≤ 4n−1Kc0τ rρX ≤ n−1c22τ r, (6.18)
with c22 := 4Kc0ρ
X , from (5.1) and (3.11). Then
Ek1,k2B
∗
1(X
A(r), XB(r), n¯, TX(r − 1), K)
=
K∑
k=1
r−1∑
s=1
(nqXk )
−2Ek1,k2{XAk (r)XBk (r)[XAk (s) +XBk (s)]}
≤ c23n−2τ 3r, (6.19)
where c23 = 2K(c0ρ
X)2(c5‖µ‖∞ + c6Kθ)/(τ − 1), from (3.9) and Corollary 3.3. For
Ek1,k2B2(X
A(r), XB(r), εA(2r), εB(2r), n¯, K), with εA and εB defined as in (6.4), we need
to be a little more careful, because of the product GXk (r)(X
A
k (r)+X
B
k (r)). However, from
Theorem 4.1, it follows by Markov’s inequality that, for any Φ = Φ(m,n, r),
Pk1,k2
[
max
1≤k≤K
GXk (r) > Φ
]
≤ Pk1,k2
[
K∑
k=1
GXk (r) > Φ
]
≤ Φ−1τ 2rKc∗15e(m,n)4, (6.20)
and because B2 can never exceed the value 3, it follows that
Ek1,k2B2(X
A(r), XB(r), εA(2r), εB(2r), n¯, K)
≤ Ek1,k2B2(XA(r), XB(r), ε˜A(2r), ε˜B(2r), n¯, K) + 6Pk1,k2
[
max
1≤k≤K
GXk (r) > Φ
]
≤ Ek1,k2B2(XA(r), XB(r), ε˜A(2r), ε˜B(2r), n¯, K + 6c24Φ−1τ 2re(m,n)4, (6.21)
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with
ε˜Ak (2r) = Φ + E(r,X
A) and ε˜Bk (2r) = Φ + E(r,X
B),
and with c24 := Kc
∗
15. But now, from (6.5) and (3.11), it follows that
Ek1,k2B2(X
A(r), XB(r), ε˜A(2r), ε˜B(2r), n¯, K) (6.22)
≤ 2KρXn−1c0τ r{Φ + c9((r + 1)γr)1/2}+ 2n−1{Φ2 + c29(r + 1)γr}
K∑
k=1
1
qXk
.
Choosing Φ2(m,n, r) := τ rne(m,n)4, and then adding the contributions from (6.18) –
(6.22) for 1 ≤ r ≤ b(i0 + u)/2c gives, after some computation, a bound of the form
c′25
(
n1/4(τ 3u/4 + 1)e(m,n)2 + (τu + 1)θ˜i0 + (τ
3u/2 + 1)n−1/2
)
. (6.23)
Bounds analogous to (6.18) and (6.19) hold also for l = 2r− 1, with Y, J,m replacing
X,K, n throughout the argument and estimates, and with c22 and c23 replaced by c
′
22
√
m
n
and c′23
√
m
n
u2mn, where
c′22 = 4c0Zτ
−1JρY and c′23 = 2JZ(c0ρ
Y /τ)2(c5Z
2τ−2‖µ˜‖∞ + c′6Jθ)/(τ − 1).
The bound corresponding to (6.20) is
Pk1,k2
[
max
1≤j≤J
GYj (r) > Φ
]
≤ Φ−1
√
m
n
τ 2(r−1)Jc∗16e(m,n)
4 , (6.24)
and we also have
Ek1,k2B2(Y
A(r), Y B(r), η˜A(2r − 1), η˜B(2r − 1), m¯, J) (6.25)
≤ 2JρYm−1τ−1c0τ rZ
√
m
n
{Φ + c14umn(rγr)1/2}+ 2m−1{Φ2 + (c14umn)2rγr}
J∑
j=1
1
qYj
,
with
η˜Ak (2r − 1) = Φ + E ′(r, Y A) and η˜Bk (2r − 1) = Φ + E ′(r, Y B).
Here, we take Φ2 := mτ re(m,n)4 in (6.20) and (6.25), and then, adding the errors over
1 ≤ r ≤ bi0 + 1 + uc, and after much calculation, a bound of the form
c′′25
{
n1/4e(m,n)2(τ 3u/4 + 1) + n1/4e(m,n)(τu + 1)θ˜i0 + (τ
3u/2 + 1)
√
n
m
e(m,n)2
}
(6.26)
is obtained.
To deduce the bound given in the theorem, it now suffices to observe that
(
n1/4e(m,n)2
)2 ≥ n−1/2 +√ n
m
e(m,n)2,
so that the final terms in (6.23) and (6.26) can be absorbed into the first term, if the
larger of the τ -exponents is used. 2
The defective real valued random variable U , whose distribution function
Pk1,k2[U ≤ u] = 1− Ek1,k2 exp{−WAWBκτuϕ(n)} (6.27)
approximates that of D − i0 for integer arguments, can be expressed as a (defective)
translation mixture of scaled negative standard Gumbel random variables. If WAWB has
distribution function Fk1,k2 on R+, and if
Pk1,k2[U
′ ≤ u] :=
∫
(0,∞)
P[−(log τ)−1(Γ + log x+ log κ) ≤ u] dFk1,k2(x), (6.28)
where Γ denotes a standard Gumbel random variable, then
Pk1,k2[U ≤ u] = Pk1,k2 [U ′ ≤ u+ logϕ(n)/ log τ ].
Alternatively, we can write
P[U =∞] = P[U ′ =∞] = Fk1,k2(0) = 1−Pk1[W > 0]Pk2[W > 0], (6.29)
and express the distribution L(U ′ |U ′ <∞) as that of a random variable U˜ , realized as
U˜ = − 1
log τ
{Γ + log W˜A + log W˜B + log κ}, (6.30)
where Γ, W˜A and W˜B are independent,
P[W˜A ≤ w] = Pk1[W ≤ w |W > 0] and P[W˜B ≤ w] = Pk2[W ≤ w |W > 0].
Note that Fk1,k2(0) = P[U
′ = ∞] indeed approximates the probability that (k1, 1) and
(k2, 1) are in different components of the graph, and are hence at infinite distance from
one another, as can be seen in the following result.
Theorem 6.3 There are constants τ1 > 1 and c26 <∞ such that
max{Pk1,k2[D <∞|WA = 0],Pk1,k2[D <∞|WB = 0]} ≤ c26τ−i01 .
Proof: We make the calculation for A; for B the argument is the same. From the general
theory of multi-type branching processes, see for example [7] or [12], conditional on the
event {WA = 0}, XA is a subcritical branching process, and there exist τ1 > 1 and C <∞
such that
Ek[‖XA(i)‖1 |WA = 0] ≤ Cτ−i1 for all k,
and thus
Ek[‖Y A(i)‖1 |WA = 0] ≤ Cτ−i+11 c0ζ for all k.
Hence, immediately,
Pk1,k2[2i0 < D <∞|WA = 0] ≤ Cτ−i01 .
25
Then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ i0, from (3.11),
Pk1,k2[D = 2i |WA = 0] ≤
K∑
k=1
n−1k Ek1,k2X
A
k (i)Ek1,k2X
B
k (i) ≤ n−1KCτ−i1 c0τ iρX ;
Pk1,k2[D = 2i− 1 |WA = 0] ≤ m−1JCζ2τ−i+11 c0τ i−1ρY ≤ n−1JCZ2τ−i+11 c0τ i−1ρY ,
and the theorem follows by adding over 1 ≤ i ≤ i0. 2
In view of the considerations above, our approximation can be summarized as follows.
Corollary 6.4 For d = i0 + u, with u ∈ Z and |u| < i0/2, we have
|Pk1,k2[D ≤ u+ i0]−Pk1,k2[U ′ ≤ u+ logϕ(n)/ log τ ]| ≤ δ(τu, m, n);
|Pk1,k2[D =∞]−Pk1,k2 [U ′ =∞]|
≤ δ(nα, m, n) + n−1 +Pk1,k2[0 < WAWB ≤ τ 2κ−1n−α log n] + 2c26τ−i01 ,
for any 0 < α < (i0 − 2)/2i0 ≈ 1/2, where
δ(y,m, n) := c25
{
(y3/2 + 1)(n1/4e(m,n)2 ∧ 1) + (y + 1)n1/4e(m,n)θ˜i0
}
,
i0 is as in (6.15), θ˜i is as in (6.17), τ1 is as for Theorem 6.3 and U
′ has distribution given
either by (6.28) or by (6.29) and (6.30).
Proof: The first inequality is from Theorem 6.2. For the second, we have
Pk1,k2[D <∞]
≤ Pk1,k2[D <∞|WA = 0] +Pk1,k2[D <∞|WB = 0] + Pk1,k2 [WAWB > 0],
giving
Pk1,k2 [D =∞] ≥ 1−Pk1,k2[WAWB > 0]− 2c26τ−i01 = Pk1,k2[U ′ =∞]− 2c26τ−i01 .
On the other hand, taking u = bαi0c in the first part, we have
Pk1,k2[D =∞] ≤ 1−Pk1,k2[U ≤ u] + δ(nα, m, n),
and, from (6.27), for any C > 0,
Pk1,k2[U ≤ u] ≥ 1−Pk1,k2[WAWB ≤ Cn−α log n]− exp{−Cn−α lognκ(nα/τ)ϕ(n)}
≥ Pk1,k2[WAWB > 0]−Pk1,k2[0 < WAWB ≤ Cn−α logn]
− exp{−C lognκ/τ 2}.
Hence, taking C = τ 2/κ,
Pk1,k2[D =∞]
≤ Pk1,k2[U ′ =∞] +Pk1,k2[0 < WAWB ≤ τ 2κ−1n−α logn] + n−1 + δ(nα, m, n),
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and the corollary is proved. 2
Remark. The corresponding result for the unipartite Erdo˝s–Re´nyi graph may also be of
interest, although, as discussed at the end of Section 1, it is not directly useful for our
purposes. For such a graph, the vertices are divided into K types, with nk of type k,
1 ≤ k ≤ K, and with n := ∑Kk=1 nk. Edges are then independently assigned, with
probabilities pk,k′ depending on the vertex types k and k
′: the matrix P is thus symmet-
ric. The mean matrix M for the associated branching process is given by PN , where
N := diag{n1, . . . , nK}, and we assume that it is irreducible and aperiodic, and that its
largest eigenvalue τ˜ > 1. With these assumptions, and writing µT for the left eigenvector
of M with eigenvalue τ˜ , only small changes need to be made to the sketched argument
concluding Section 2. Considering coincidences in the indices in order of increasing gen-
eration number, and with the offspring of A considered before those of B, links in the
Erdo˝s–Ren´yi graph arise exactly when there are coincidences between indices of the XAk (i)
and those of the XBk (i− 1), or between indices of the XBk (i) and those of the XAk (i). This
leads to an approximate mean number of coincidences, up to and including the time when
the first i generations of descendants of A and the first i− 1 of B have been considered,
of κ˜n−1τ˜ 2i−1WAWB, where
κ˜ :=
τ˜
τ˜ − 1
K∑
k=1
µ2k
qk
,
and qk := nk/n. For the time until the first i generations of both have been considered,
the corresponding approximation is κ˜n−1τ˜ 2iWAWB. This gives the probability that the
distance between A and B exceeds d as being approximately
Ek1,k2
{
e−κ˜n
−1τ˜dWAWB
}
, (6.31)
very much the same as the formula in Theorem 6.2. Note once again that the assumption
of irreducibility prevents this line of argument being directly applicable to the bipartite
model.
6.3 Asymptotic behaviour
Recalling the standard asymptotics of Section 3, we now distinguish the possibilities for
the bipartite branching process starting with a single vertex of type (k, 1), according to
the behaviour of the ratio m/n, as n → ∞. This, in turn, enables one to deduce the
asymptotic form of the approximating random variable U ′.
First, note that the Y
(m,n)
j (1) ∼ Bi (mqYj , (mn)−1/2Πkj), 1 ≤ j ≤ J , are indepen-
dent. If m/n → r with 0 < r < ∞, then the Poisson approximation to the bi-
nomial distribution thus shows that the distribution of Y
(m,n)
j (1) differs in total varia-
tion from Po (
√
rΠkjq
Y
j (m,n)) by at most (mn)
−1/2Πkj ∼ n−1Πkj/
√
r, and, conditional
on Y (m,n)(1), the distributions of the X
(m,n)
l (1) are independent, and close to the same
order to Po (
∑J
j=1 Y
(m,n)
j (1)Πljq
X
l (m,n)r
−1/2). Hence, as m and n tend to infinity in this
way, the bipartite branching process converges to the one with exactly Poisson offspring
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distributions and with Q
(m,n)
X and Q
(m,n)
Y replaced by QX and QY . Hence the distribution
L(W (m,n) |X(0) = e(k)) converges to L(W |X(0) = e(k)), for each k, where W is the lim-
iting random variable associated with the limiting Poisson–based branching process. It
thus follows that the distribution of the random variable U ′(m,n) also converges to that of
the corresponding U ′. However, the distribution of U (m,n) does not converge in general,
because the value of logϕ(n)/ log τ oscillates between −1 and 0 as n varies.
If m/n → ∞, the Poisson approximation Po (√m/nΠkjqYj (m,n)) to the distribution
of Y
(m,n)
j (1) still has error of at most (mn)
−1/2Πkj . However, a simple calculation shows
that, for B
(m,n)
j a Bernoulli random vector with P[B
(m,n)
j = e
(l)] = qXl (m,n)Πlj
√
n/m,
dTV
(L(X(m,n)(1) | Y (m,n)(1) = e˜(j)),L(B(m,n)j )) ≤
{
K∑
k=1
qXk (m,n)Πkj
√
n/m
}2
.
It now follows from the Poisson thinning theorem (see for example Chapter 8 Section 6
in [9]), and because
J∑
j=1
Πkjq
Y
j (m,n)Πljq
X
l (m,n) = M
(m,n)
X (k, l),
that
dTV
(
L(X(m,n)(1) |X(m,n)(0) = e(k)),⊗Kl=1Po (M (m,n)X (k, l))
)
≤
J∑
j=1
 Πkj√
mn
+
√
n
m
Πkjq
Y
j (m,n)
{
K∑
k=1
qXk (m,n)Πkj
}2 ,
an error of order O(
√
n/m). Thus, in this regime, the offspring distribution for the X(m,n)
process, which determines the distribution of W (m,n), approaches one with independent
Poisson components, having means given by the matrix MX . Again, this entails the
convergence of U ′(m,n) to U ′, but not the convergence of U (m,n).
Finally, if m/n is small, the simple bound (1− p)l ≥ 1− lp shows that
P[Y
(m,n)
j (1) 6= 0] ≤ (m/n)1/2ΠkjqYj (m,n),
from which it follows that P[W > 0] ≤ (m/n)1/2∑Jj=1 qYj (m,n)Πkj. Hence, for m/n→ 0,
the distance between two randomly chosen vertices (k1, 1) and (k2, 1) is infinite, with
probability close to 1. However, if the two vertices A and B do each have an edge
joining them to the object set, then each is connected to just one object with conditional
probability of order 1 − O(√m
n
), and the objects to which they are linked are distinct
with probability of order 1 − O(1/m). The distance between these two objects can now
be investigated, in this regime, by swapping the roles of vertices and objects, and using
the theorems above.
Thus if, in this scheme, m/n converges to a finite or infinite limit, the approximat-
ing probability distributions L(U ′(m,n)) remain relatively stable. In the error terms, the
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quantities τ (m,n) and γ(m,n) converge to limits τ and γ, the corresponding quantities for
the limit matrix MX . The factor n
1/4e(m,n)2 behaves like n−1/4, and θ˜i0 like n
−δ logn,
for some δ depending on MX , as long as m/n is bounded below as n → ∞; in view of
(3.6) and (6.17), it follows that δ ≤ 1/4. The discussion above shows that m/n bounded
below is the case of main interest.
7 An exponential random graph model
Rank 1 matrices P = αβT give rise to an exponential random graph model. The individual
edges are independent, as before, and the probability of a vertex of type i connecting to
an object of type j is of product form. These models have been extensively studied in
the social science literature, see for example [20] and references therein; for applications
to affiliation networks as bipartite networks, see for example [22].
In this case,
MX(k, l) =
J∑
j=1
αkβjmjβjαlnl = αkαlnl
J∑
j=1
mjβ
2
j ,
so that
MX = Cαα
TNX ,
with C =
∑J
j=1mjβ
2
j , has τ = Cα
TNXα, µ = NXα/1
TNXα and ν = C(τ
−11TNXα)α.
Here, 1 is a K × 1-vector of 1’s.
As shown in the preceding sections, the principal eigenvalue τ of MX in our general
multitype intersection graph is of critical importance in determining network distances.
It turns out that its value can be bounded below by that obtained from an associated
rank 1 matrix, adding to the importance of the exponential models. To see this, set
DXk :=
∑J
j=1 pkjmj to be the average degree of a type (k, 1) vertex, and write s
2
B :=∑K
k=1 nk(D
X
k )
2.
Proposition 7.1 If the values DXk , 1 ≤ k ≤ K, are fixed, then
τ ≥ s2B/m,
and this value of τ is attained by taking pkj = D
X
k /m for all j; with this choice of the
pkj’s, a vertex makes no distinction as to which types of object it has links to. The lower
bound is minimized, if
∑K
k=1D
X
k = D
X
+ is fixed, by taking D
X
k = D
X
+ /n, so that all links
have the same probability pkj = D
X
+ /(mn).
Proof: The proof is taken from [2], p.15. The matrix MX := PNY P
TNX has the same
eigenvalues as the symmetric matrix
V := N
1/2
X PNY P
TN
1/2
X .
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Write ukj := (D
X
k )
−1mpkj − 1, and note that
∑J
j=1mjukj = 0 for each k. Then
Vki =
√
nk
J∑
j=1
pkjmjpij
√
ni
= m−1DXk
√
nkD
X
i
√
ni
{
1 +m−1
J∑
j=1
mjukjuij
}
.
From the Rayleigh-Ritz Theorem [11], Theorem 4.2.2, it follows that τ , the largest eigen-
value of V , is at least as large as eTV e/(eT e), for any e ∈ RK . Taking ek = DXk
√
nk/sB,
1 ≤ k ≤ K, gives
τ ≥ m−1s2B + ‖v‖22,
where
vj := m
−1
K∑
k=1
nk(D
X
k )
2ukj
√
mj , 1 ≤ j ≤ J.
Since, with pkj = D
X
k /m for all k, V takes the form m
−1wwT , with w = N
1/2
X D
X , and
hence has largest eigenvalue m−1‖w‖22 = s2B/m, this proves the first statement of the
proposition; the second is now immediate. 2
Thus the value of τ for a given P is always bigger than that corresponding to as homo-
geneous a choice of the link probabilities as is allowed by the constraints on the average
number of objects linked to a given vertex.
Any rank one choice P = αβT has a minimality property, analogous to that of Propo-
sition 7.1, but of a less intuitive nature. The matrix P = αβT minimizes the maximum
eigenvalue of MX among all choices of P satisfying the constraint
PNY β = (β
TNY β)α.
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